1. **Edit** BAE-RFP-2019-001 Section 5.5.4 Budget Worksheet FY21 to correct subsection headers numbering error.
   - Replace 5.5.3.1 Personnel with 5.5.4.1 Personnel
   - Replace 5.5.3.2 Professional Technical with 5.5.4.2 Professional Technical Services
   - Replace 5.5.3.3 Purchased Property Services with 5.5.4.3 Purchased Property Services
   - Replace 5.5.3.4 Other Purchase Services with 5.5.4.4 Other Purchased Property Services
   - Replace 5.5.3.5 Supplies with 5.5.4.5 Supplies
   - Replace 5.5.3.6 Property with 5.5.4.6 Property
   - Replace 5.5.3.7 Other Objects 5.5.4.7 Other Objects
   - Replace 5.5.3.8 Other Uses of Funds 5.5.4.8 Other Uses of Funds

2. **Remove** from BAE-RFP-2019-001 Section 5.5.4.1 Personnel, “Distance Learning Facilitator” under Support Staff. This is correctly listed under Instructional Staff.

3. **Edit** BAE-RFP-2019-001 Section 5.5.4 AEL Budget Narrative to Section 5.5.5 AEL Budget Narrative to correct subsection header numbering error.

4. **Edit** BAE-RFP-2019-001 Section 5.5.5 AEL Budget Projects FY22 – 23 to Section 5.5.6 AEL Budget Projects FY22-23 to correct subsection header numbering error.

5. **Edit** BAE-RFP-2019-001 Section 5.5.6 AEL Matching Budget Worksheet to correct subsection headers numbering error.
   - Replace 5.5.6 AEL Matching Budget Worksheet to 5.5.7 AEL Matching Budget Worksheet
   - Replace 5.5.6.1 Cash Contributions with 5.5.7.1 Cash Contributions
   - Replace 5.5.6.2 In-Kind Contributions with 5.5.7.2 In-Kind Contributions
   - Replace 5.5.6.3 Other information with 5.5.7.3 Other Information


7. **Add** a bullet to BAE-RFP-2019-001 Section 6.3 Planned Evaluation Steps, *Determination if proposal meets minimum score requirements as described in Section 6.6 Preliminary Scoring of Proposals.*

8. **Replace** BAE-RFP-2019-001 Attachment 2 AEL and Optional Components Program Applications with **BAE-RFP-2019-001 Attachment 2 AEL and Optional Components Program Applications V2.**
   - Changes include corrections to typos in the application questions.

- Unlocked cells on Local Match worksheet to allow users to enter descriptions and amounts.